
Lightning and Thunder Notes  

 

I. Lightning 

A. Lightning Statistics  

a. Causes an average of _________--__________ fatalities and 400 injuries annually. 

b. Occurs with all thunderstorms 

c. Cost more than $1 ________________ in insured loses each year 

d. There are ______ cloud to cloud strikes for each cloud to ground strike 

e. _____________________ has the greatest number of lighting fatalities annually with 5-10 

f. Cloud to ground lighting strikes are the most dangerous 

g. Cloud to ground lighting heats air to around 30,000K or ____________________ᵒF (hotter than 

the suns surface) 

h. _________________________________: stroke of lighting which dissipates out in the air 

B. Lightning Formation 

a. Downdrafts in thunderstorms transport hail from upper regions to lower regions of the storm. 

b. The hail collides with water droplets that then freeze and release heat which keeps the outer 

layer of hail soft.  Soft hail is called ________________________. 

c. The graupel collides with additional water droplets and electrons are sheared off the ascending 

particles and collect on the descending particles. 

d. ________________________ have a negative charge which results in a storm that has a 

negatively charged _________________ and a positively charged ______________. 

e. When the negative charge near the bottom of the cloud becomes heavy enough to overcome 

the airs resistance, a flow of electrons called the __________________ rushes toward the earth. 

f. As the electrons approach the ground, a region of __________________ charge moves up into 

the air through any conducting object (trees, buildings, humans, etc). 

g. When the downward flow of electrons reaches the upward surge of positive charge, a strong 

_________________________ current – a bright return stroke – carries the positive charge 

upward into the cloud. 

II. Thunder 

A. Thunder: sound made when lightning heats the air causes the rapid expansion and compression of the 

air around the lightning bolt. 

a. The sound of Thunder travels at _________________ angles to the lightning bolt. 

b. Thunder travels at _______________ ft/sec.  

c. When lightning strikes, a shockwave is generated 

i. Nearby lightning strikes will sound like a _____________ or _______________and will 

be short in duration. 

ii. As the shockwave moves further away it stretches, diminishes and becomes elongated. 

Then other shockwaves from other locations arrive at the listener. 

iii. At large distances, to the listener, the combination of shockwaves gives thunder the 

continuous _________________ we hear. 

 


